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News & Views
August 2018

From the Dorset Mammal Group
Website: www.dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

A view from the chair
For those members who weren’t at the last AGM, let 
me introduce myself. I’ve been on the committee of 
the DMG for a couple of years, I have a long interest 
in natural history and conservation, almost going 
back into my childhood and I can fondly remember 
wandering over fields in the fairly early morning 
looking for field mushrooms with my dad.

He fancied himself as a countryman and enjoyed 
hobbies like fishing, so he certainly knew a bit 
and would have been familiar with a number of 
species which we now rarely see, or if we do, 
consider ourselves very fortunate. Even in my 
lifetime relatively common species like hedgehogs 
have declined alarmingly, as has my own specialist 
mammal, the dormouse.

Things are supposed to be improving, so the 
government tell us though. It isn’t evident to those 
of us who go looking for mammals or birds or 
insects. However, the fine weather of this summer 
has made it more pleasurable to do so.

In taking over from Steve Kourik, as chair, I see 
my role as trying to expand the membership by 
providing events, talks, fieldwork and liaison with 

other conservation groups. We received the backing 
of the AGM to explore how we might best move 
from an unofficial charity to a registered one. 
My reason for supporting this is simply that by 
becoming an official charity, we gain more respect 
and status as an organisation and become eligible 
for grants to increase our activities and hopefully 
help to conserve the mammals of Dorset.

I’d like to thank Steve for his three year stint as 
chair and welcome him to his new role as recorder 
of mammals for Dorset. He’s going to be very 
important in our intention to publish an atlas of 
the county’s mammals later this year, though only 
on the internet, as a paper copy would be too 
expensive. I’m sure he’d support my request for you 
to submit mammal records to him, even some of 
the common species have unknown distribution and 
populations.

Please continue to support us, and do try to 
participate in the things we organise, as well as your 
own nature activities, and do send in your records.

Angela Price 
Chair

Red Squirrel
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An update from Marine Life
After the rough start to the seabird breeding season 
this year, thanks to some ill-timed storms, spring and 
summer have brought glorious weather to our coastline. 
As the seabird colonies have gotten into full-swing, our 
volunteers have been out on surveys; recording species 
and numbers for future research; and policy-making. The 
south coast has come alive with gulls, terns, cormorants, 
puffins, shags, and gannets (to name but a few species). 
As well as birds, there have been plenty of marine 
mammals sighted, namely grey seals; harbour porpoises; 
and common and bottlenose dolphins. All of which is 
ensuring our surveyors are kept busy.

During the spring and summe we’ve also had the 
chance to provide the public with pointers on marine 
life spotting, thanks to our popular MARINElife Wildlife 
Officer Day Trips, run in partnership with Condor Ferries. 
These trips run from Poole to Guernsey and one of our 
Wildlife Officers is on board to assist passengers with 
sightings and identification. These trips will continue 
through August and into September. They are a great day 
out, so if you’re interested in joining us on one of these 
crossings as we watch for marine mammals and birds, 
then you can find all the information over on Condor 
Ferries’ website.

https://www.condorferries.co.uk/offers/to-guernsey/
marinelife-wildlife-officer-day-trips-10-off/ 

For those of you who don’t have your sea-legs, we 
have an information stand in the Dolphin Shopping 
Centre’s new Eco Hub in Poole, which is manned by our 
enthusiastic volunteers, who are on hand to provide 
marine-related information, plus run different activities 
to engage the public about marine life and our work. So 
keep an eye out on our website and social media sites as 
to when and what we’ll be doing.

http://www.marine-life.org.uk/

https://twitter.com/MARINElife_UK

https://www.facebook.com/MARINElifeUK/

As we slowly head towards autumn, young seabirds will 
fledge and head out to sea with their parents, but even 
though things will get a little quieter around the coast, 
our researchers won’t be resting on their laurels, because 
neither will Mother Nature, as autumn will bring with it 
cute seal pups, over-wintering coastal migrants, and who 
knows, maybe even a humpback whale or two!

Contributed by Kate Redman
 

Dolphins

http://
http://
http://www.marine-life.org.uk/
http://
https://www.facebook.com/MARINElifeUK/
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Ken updates us about what has been 
happening with otters

Many thanks to all the Surveyors who took part in the Spring Otter and Water Vole 
Survey, and to those who included valuable photographic evidence. Due to the 
water levels on most of the Rivers being high this Spring, the regular sprainting 
sites were often underwater. Grateful thanks to the surveyors who have revisited 
the sites and are continuing to monitor their patch throughout the year. This year 
there have been more daytime sightings consisting of 16 otters and 7 water voles. A 
female otter with kits was also observed on a new site on the River Avon.

Please see pie chart below for the Spring Survey results.

More Surveyors are required for the River Char, River 
Wey & River Yeo.

Spraint Identification Course 
A Spraint identification training course was held on 
Sunday 8th July 2018 at Puddletown Village Hall. The aim 
to identify the Otters Diet from its Spraint.

Adrian Bayley who developed the Spraint Identification 
Key travelled from his home in Devon to take the Course. 
Ten DMG members attended and benefited from Adrian’s 
30 year experience of identifying contents of Otter 
Spraint. He brought microscopes and the identification 
key, and kept us busy all day with his enthusiasm and 
knowledge. 

Course breakdown:
1.  Preparing the spraint for identification using the ID 

key           

2.  Analysing the spraint / identifying the fish by 
skeleton / parts / bones / scales, crayfish / eel / 
beetles remains.         

3. Identifying the main species in the river that the 
otters are eating.        

4.  Each member attending the course received a copy 
of the identification key.
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Record of Course findings:
Eel – vertebrae and gill arches

Salmonids (probably Trout) – vertebrae, jaws and scales

Stickleback – vertebrae, a selection of ridged, bubbly and 
shiny bones

Cyprinidae (Carp Family) – vertebrae of Minnow and 
Bream (amongst others),

Pharyngeal bones of Minnow, Common Carp, Dace, 
Chubb.

Perch – scales, vertebrae, operculum bone

Bullhead – vertebrae, operculum bones

Stone Loach – vertebrae

Also present were the remains of a bird chick ( moorhen, 
coot  ??)

Including : down, skin, skull, vertebrae and one claw.

Amphibian remains ( Frog, Toad ?? ) including upper 
‘arm’ and femora, also an upper jaw with teeth.

Fish prey which subsequently went through the gut of 
the otter included mayfly (Baetis spp) and stonefly.

Also the remains of a freshwater shrimp (Gammarus).

Thank you to Angela, Andy, Ian, Paul, Steve (and myself) 
for Spraint samples.

Following the Spraint Project we hope to continue with 
collecting samples on our local patches to enable us to 
understand our Dorset Otters Diet.  

Contd... from pg 3

‘Chestnut’ by Dave of UK Wild Otter Trust

Future Events:
October 2018 - date to be arranged - Coastal Otter 
Survey Project. Run by Swansea University for the 
South West Counties.

Dorset Mammal Group Otter and Water Vole 
Autumn Survey - Sat/Sun 22/23 September 2018

DMG DONATION
Dave from the UK Wild Otter Trust has sent his grateful 
thanks to the Dorset Mammal Group for the donation 
that was kindly given by the DMG towards the upkeep 
of the three rescued Otter cubs at the Trust for their 
rehabilitation and future reintroduction back into the 
wild.

Ken Hutchinson

Dormouse activity
All the survey dates for Providence Farm, Netherbury and 
Thorncombe Wood are fully booked. If you still haven’t 
signed up and are interested, you could go on the waiting 
list just in case someone drops out. This has happened on a 
couple of occasions already, so it is worth doing. (See dates 
on page 14.)

Thorncombe had one torpid dormouse on the April check 
and Netherbury had two very lively dormice in one tube on 
the July check. All results so far have been added to the PTES 
National Dormouse Monitoring Programme website, as both 
these sites are registered.

I have signed up for the PTES Dormouse Mitigation 
Conference in November where I will be able to gather more 
information to feed back to Dorset. 

Don’t forget – if there is a mammal related conference or 
event you are interested in attending, you can ask the DMG 
committee for assistance in covering the cost. Usually, the 
only proviso is that you feed back information to us so that 
we can put the information into the next newsletter!

Susy Varndell - Dormouse Leader
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Rob was involved with an International 
Wildlife Crime operation 

Here he tells us more . . .
Earlier this year I took part in a major police & border force operation 
in order to detect items being smuggled into the UK and out which are 
subject to CITES restrictions. As you may be aware CITES (Contravention 
of Illegal Trade in Endangered Species) is a major worldwide issue, with 
many animals that we once took for granted now near to extinction.

As such each year all major points of entry are subject to an enhanced 
operation to locate items such as animal derivatives (Asian medicine) 
ivory, & plants which are restricted under the agreement both coming 
into the country or being exported out.

I spent two days at Heathrow, painstakingly searching packages from 
target countries as well as using X ray technology to ascertain if Ivory or 
similar was being brought in or out. I worked with a team of Border Force 
persons, other police WCO’s, animal health officers with some post office 
help as we were in depots larger than Wembley stadium.

We discovered an array 
of items including 
firearms, illicit drugs, 
items containing animal 
matter, some very stinky 
Asian fish, illegally traded 
ivory to name just some. 
All in all an eye opening 
experience in what comes 
through and is mainly 
found at our borders. Some 
items are just destroyed, 
others retained for further 
investigation, meaning 
should something be found 
with links to my area, 
theoretically I could end up 
being advised and dealing.

In between search commitments we 
also took the opportunity to visit the 
ARC (Animal Reception Centre) where all 
animals subject to quarantine are held, 
there were a wide variety of creatures 
including a group of Alligators currently 
kept as they are ill. 

Rob Hammond
Photos © Rob Hammond
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A smallish update from the hedgehog section!
The hedgehog section has been incredibly busy with 
various activities and meetings.

A small group of the hedgehog co-ordinators met and 
discussed the problems of rescuing and rehabilitating 
hedgehogs. Apropos of that meeting we are in the 
process of developing a network of hedgehog rescuers 
all over the county. The Vale Hedgehog Rehabilitation 
Course helped us to know who is out there and who is 
interested in helping hedgehogs. The course also meant 
that we have a much greater knowledge base of how to 
help our hedgehogs. Hayley and Abbi are our amazing 
experts, but the hope is that we will develop more 
people who can help with this workload. 

Our final throw away pie in the sky thought from that 
meeting was that we would like to develop a wildlife 
hospital for our wildlife here in Dorset. At the AGM, 
when this thought was mooted, there seemed to be 
quite a lot of support for this idea. Watch this space!

Hayley, of Hayley’s Hedgehog Rescue, had to go into 
hospital earlier on in the year just when a number of 
hedgehogs were ready for release. With the help of 
Denise, our Blandford hedgehog co-ordinator, who 
checked out a number of sites, we were able to help 
Hayley. Five hedgehogs have been released in the 
Blandford area, all in suitable habitats, and so far we 
have had encouraging reports about their well-being.

Hayley has released a number of hedgehogs here 
in Netherbury also. We thought that it would be 
appropriate to give The Hedgehog Predicament talk in 
the village to help the hedgehog awareness campaign. 
It was not particularly well attended, but those who did, 
were very interested. Jo and Angela kindly came and 
helped. 

Recently I had a meeting with Karen at Crossways who 
was interested in helping the DMG hedgehog rescuers. 

Not only has she agreed to be part of our hedgehog 
rescuers network but she has also agreed to be the 
hedgehog co-ordinator for Crossways. Their first meeting 
will be on Monday 10 September. In addition I had 
a meeting with Chris from Shipton Gorge to discuss 
becoming a hedgehog friendly village. He has agreed to 
take on the co-ordinator’s role and their first meeting will 
be on August 15th 2018. 

Two of Hayley’s rescued hedgehogs were released at 
Pimperne. Discussions took place during the release 
procedure and we now have Pimperne in line to become 
a hedgehog friendly village!  

Did I also mention Stourton Caundle is coming on board? 
We are well on our way to becoming a hedgehog friendly 
county!

We are having a hedgehog co-ordinators meeting soon 
to share ideas, get to know each other and to welcome 
all our new co-ordinators. There is also the hedgehog 
rescuers meeting in the pipeline.

I have a waiting list for the Vale Hedgehog Basic first Aid, 
Care and Rehabilitation course, which we ran in February, 
here in Dorset. I am hoping to arrange a day at Vale for 
a further group of Dorset participants in the near future. 
Please let me know if you would like to be added to the 
list, or know of anyone who would like to attend.

The hedgehog section will be attending a number of 
events this summer. Please see the events panel to find 
out where the venues are and come and see us if you are 
in the vicinity. 

Thank you to all the wonderful and enthusiastic 
hedgehog co-ordinators. You are such an inspiration, and 
Dorset’s hedgehogs have a better fighting chance with 
your invaluable input.

Susy Varndell - DMG Hedgehog Leader
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Shipton Gorge is joining the other 
hedgehog friendly villages

Rats! 
Rats were the reason we became aware of hedgehogs 
in Shipton Gorge. Having caught a couple of rats in a 
humane trap we had a crafty visitor taking the bait of a 
dog biscuit without triggering the trap door. At first we’d 
assumed the rats had become wise or that, perhaps, 
mice were taking the biscuit but too light to trigger 
the trap. After about ten days, our nocturnal guest 
was captured unharmed. A hedgehog was not what 
we expected and it triggered a discussion amongst our 
friends, neighbours and other villagers and begged the 
question why. Most of us remember an abundance of 
hedgehogs as kids and the flea bites we endured but 
they seemed to have faded from our consciousness and 
the occasional sighting was a treat. 

Many here in Shipton Gorge are aware of a low level 
population of hedgehogs and I’d made this known to 
Oliver and Ami at Haydons Vets in Bridport. Shortly 
afterwards they brought two rescued hedgehog brothers 
and released them into our garden, then a third and a 
fourth into a neighbour’s. Many gardens in Shipton Gorge 
back onto farmland or wooded areas and access between 
them is open. Although we’ve not seen hedgehogs 
through the summer we know they’re around because 
they deposit their scats where they eat the food we put 
out. 

Shipton Gorge now has a meeting planned on 15th 
August with a talk and slideshow by the Dorset Mammal 
Group to see if we can become part of the DMG 
Hedgehog Project.

Chris Griffiths-Hardman
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A DMG Hedgehog Co-ordinator’s life is 
never boring!

When thinking of writing something for the DMG 
Newsletter I was thinking that I didn’t have anything to 
say. How wrong I was!

Back in February I helped with the teas at the Vale 
Hospital Wildlife Course. This was fully booked and 
excellently presented with theory and practical sessions.  
I believe that we now have a waiting list for the next 
course as well.

In June I was contacted by Rachel at Blandford Forum 
Town Council, as their gardener Huw had found some 
baby hedgehogs in Woodhouse Gardens and was 
concerned as the mother was not around.  I re-assured 
them that the mum would probably return and went 
down to meet Huw and the other gardener Scott.  After 
finding out that there was no water in the garden, I was 
quick to supply a saucer and organised for BFTC to help 
me keep it filled. 

Huw was dismayed about how deadly slug pellets are to 
hedgehogs and very interested in finding other methods 
of dealing with them.  I told him that broken eggshells 
can work, as well as coffee grounds.  He did contact 
Costa about coffee grounds, but didn’t get a very good 
response. 

Susy sent me interesting info from Jo (hedgehog co-
ordinator in Portland) and from this I was able to pass 
on to our group the relevant information regarding slugs 
and snails.  It’s great that we now have such a good 
relationship with those at BFTC.  Even the Town Clerk, 
Linda Scott-Giles, emailed me about a hog she had seen 
out in the daytime down by the True Lovers Knot, sadly 
this had disappeared by the time I got down there.

I have also been busy checking out hedgehog release 
sites for re-habilitated hogs from Hayley and found some 
wonderful people with wonderful gardens.

We also have a blossoming relationship with the two 
vet surgeries here in Blandford.  They update us on their 
monthly hog admissions.

We also have a good relationship with the Countryside 
Rangers, based at St Leonards Chapel here in Blandford. 
Due to my otter surveying and bird feeders on the 
Milldown, when they are working here, they enjoy 
watching our vast array of feathered visitors. 

Lastly I’d like to welcome Michelle Haines aboard. She 
has decided to help me with joint co-ordination of our 
Blandford Hedgehog Friendly Town group and activities.  
Michelle is a freelance consultant ecologist working with 
a range of animal groups including bats, newts, reptiles 
and birds. At this time of year she is busy with lots of bat 
surveys, which take her out and about at funny times 
of the day. After having lots of wonderful encounters 
with hedgehogs crossing our roads and too many sad 
encounters with those who hadn’t quite made it, she 
contacted me, enquiring about the hedgehog signs. After 
conversing for a while we conveniently discovered that 
we live on the same street! Michelle has long admired 
hedgehogs and feels strongly about their welfare and 
dwindling numbers so is happy to be on board and 
looking forward to contributing to the cause.

Denise Montague 
DMG Blandford Hedgehog Co-ordinator 

Invitation to Nut Hunt at Lower 
Woods, Gloucestershire
In the last newsletter there was an article about going 
for a day out near Gloucester helping the Wildlife Trust 
search for evidence of Dormice.  The idea came as a 
result of the DMG Conference in March, when Dr Kathy 
Meakin explained the work of her research group in 
Lower Wood Nature Reserve, searching for evidence of 
dormice by hunting for nibbled hazelnuts.  Dr Meakin 
devised this method as a low-cost form of research, 
and she and her team welcome parties of interested 
people to help in the search, including wildlife groups, 
families and school parties. No experience is needed. 
You will be shown on the day what you need to do and 

how to map your finds.  You will be in the open air on 
a given section of ground, so will need to wear suitable 
clothing and footwear for the weather. 

This is vital work because it helps build the body of 
evidence to show where dormice are present, so 
that the habitats of these delightful creatures can be 
protected into the future. It also has wider implications 
in the possibility of being duplicated elsewhere in the 
country. Dr Meakin would be pleased to welcome us 
on Saturday 22nd September.  If you think this could 
be for you, with or without friends and family, please 
indicate your interest now to diana.maxwell@hotmail.
co.uk giving the number of adults and children.  Please 
head your email ‘Lower Wood Trip’.  Details will follow 
when numbers are known.

Diana Maxwell
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Love Parks Dorchester event
The hedgehog section was out in force at the event. 

Linda was there representing DMG Hedgehog Friendly Dorchester, Hayley was there with her rescue and Susy was there 
representing the DMG.
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Mrs Tiggy Winkle 
- Kate’s carnival entry from Hedgehog Friendly Wareham
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Did you miss the AGM? 
Read on!
The 2018 AGM of the Dorset Mammal Group was held 
on 6th July at the Colliton Club. Members who attended 
were welcomed by the existing committee and given a 
complimentary drink! Angela Price was elected as the 
new Chair and Diana Maxwell was elected on to the 
committee. 

Steve Kourik, the outgoing Chairman, gave his report. 
This included how to report mammal sightings either 
directly on the Dorset Mammal Group web page by 
completing the online form, or by email to records@
dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk. These reports allow for a 
more accurate assessment of mammals in the county 
and ensure species survival. 

Ken Hutchinson, on behalf of the Otter Section, also 
spoke about the necessity of Otter Surveys and the 
difficulties that are encountered when there is no 
information about habitation. Areas without proof 
tend to disappear. Please do contact Ken or any of the 
committee if you would like to get involved in surveys 
for otters or any of the mammals. The contact details for 
each section are on the website and you would be made 
welcome. 

Members may be interested to note the DMG has 
equipment such as camera traps and mammal traps 
which are available for members to use, and training is 
available. There is a slide presentation of Mammals of 
Dorset, which again is available for members to use. 

There have been courses held throughout the year 
including an all day Dormouse Conference and the 

Vale Hedgehog First Aid, Care and Rehabilitation one-
day course. There is an Otter Spraint analysis course 
and plans for Owl Pellet Dissection in the autumn. All 
members are welcome to attend courses. The Hedgehog 
Section has been extremely busy in attending events 
through the year, as is the Dormouse Section with 
surveys and monitoring on many sites.

Ian Mortimer spoke on behalf of the Badger Section and 
gave updated information about the cull being extended 
to Axminster and Chard. Ian is a Dorset Badger Vaccinator 
and vaccination is due to begin. 

Steve Kourik was thanked for his three year stint as 
chairman. He is now to continue as Mammal Recorder. 
Angela then gave an interesting talk on dormice at 
Chaffey’s, Weymouth.

Sadly this year saw the end of the dual membership 
arrangement with the Mammal Society at their behest. 
There may well be future constitutional changes in the 
DMG as the level of income received this year would 
make it possible to apply for charitable status. With the 
agreement of the meeting this will be investigated and 
reported back to the next AGM. 

This is a brief account of the AGM this year and thank 
you to those that attended. If you have any queries 
or would like to get involved in the DMG please do 
not hesitate to contact me by email secretary@
dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Julia Cumming 
DMG Secretary

Mammal Recording and Dorset Atlas
Progress on establishing a Mammal Atlas for Dorset 
is progressing to the point where we should soon be 
able to prepare a draft version. As we intend the atlas 
to be on-line accessible via the Dorset Mammal Group 
website it will be dynamic and readily updateable as 
new records are received and form two sections:  pre 
2010 and post 2010 this way we will be able to see 
which species are increasing in numbers and distribution 
and those that are declining. To accompany the atlas 
there will be a brief account and description of each 
species to help observers identify mammals they see 
and then, hopefully, encourage them to submit records. 
There will also be help to distinguish similar species. 
There will be several ways to submit records: via the 
DMG website recording system; by subscribing to the 
Dorset Environmental Records Centre Living Record 
Scheme or by sending records by email to records@

dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk The first two systems allow 
you to enter records by pin-pointing the location on a 
map and giving details such as species, date of sighting, 
nature of habitat, number seen and other relevant 
details. These are all menu-led. If you send records in 
by email the fore-mentioned details are essential. Any 
photographs or video clips would be gratefully received. 
We hope to run a Mammal Identification Training Day in 
the not too distant future.

Please submit your mammal sightings by whichever 
means you prefer, this includes reports of common 
species as population trends in these can sometimes be 
over-looked.

Steve Kourik, Dorset 
Mammal Recorder

mailto:records%40dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk?subject=
mailto:records%40dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk?subject=
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Our poor wildlife is struggling 
on many fronts

Yesterday (16th July) we had the first rain in my 
village for almost 2 months. Many plants had already 
succumbed to the hot dry weather and the lawns of 
those who cut each blade of grass to within an inch of 
its life have passed through various stages of brown 
and are now bleached white (who needs a lawn 
anyway). 

My bees are loving it, many other insects are loving it 
(but not those that pupate in the soil), the birds are 
happy and many mammal species are thriving; but 
badgers are starving.

In spring and early summer, until the wild foods begin 
to appear in the hedgerows, the main food source of 
the badger is the earthworm and when the ground is 
dry the worms tunnel deep and the badgers can’t reach 
them without expending more energy than they would 
gain from a tasty worm.

On one farm where “Dorset Badger Vaccination 
Project” (DBVP) is working two young, dead badgers 
were found in the first week of vaccination. Both 
animals were too far-gone for autopsy but the 
suspicion is that they starved to death, and we hear 
similar reports from other parts of the country.

The badgers that DBVP have vaccinated thus far this 
year have all looked healthy despite being thin but, 
interestingly, they have all been quite young animals. 
Perhaps the older animals have also succumbed to the 

sustained hot weather and hard ground; time will tell.

Despite this, and despite having little idea of how many 
badgers there are in different areas of the country, the 
Government is persisting with its unscientific, inhumane 
(see report of the “Independent Expert Panel 2013) 
badger culls. Supplementary culling (post the four year 
“pilot” culls) has already begun in Gloucestershire 
and the main culls will undoubtedly begin again in 
Dorset during the August Bank Holiday to first week in 
September.

In 2017 a third cull area was opened in Dorset and 3,450 
badgers were killed through a mixture of free shooting 
and cage trapping and shooting. The Government 
claimed that they had reached their minimum target 
of animals killed but forgot to mention that after five 
weeks of the six week cull they amended the target from 
between 5,175 and 7,023 to the lower target of 2,950 to 
4,004. The truth, but not the WHOLE truth and nothing 
but the truth is needed. Politicians call it spin, I call 
intentionally misleading the British people: lying.

At the time of writing I’m not yet aware of the 2018 cull 
targets but with the cull companies reputedly paying £50 
for each badger carcass and the culls being rolled out 
further across the country it’s open season for anyone 
with a gun who gets his/her pathetic kicks by killing other 
species.

Ian Mortimer Badger 
Section Leader
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Nature Reserves are not enough, according to Chris Packham, 
the UK’s countryside is in a bad state. He then went on to cut 
the ribbon on the finishing line in the doorway of the new HQ 
of Birds of Poole Harbour. 
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Update from the Natural Environment 
Team 

This is the busiest time of year for us in terms of survey. 
Ali, Lyn & Nikki have donned waders and armed with 
endoscopes and bathyscopes have been carrying out 
surveys for bridge engineers, assisting with applying for 
EA consent to carry out works. Nikki has also been out 
surveying for Dorset Property and Highways schemes. 

The Dorset Biodiversity Appraisal Protocol never seems 
to have a quiet period! Dorset based ecologists are all out 
surveying and sending in their reports and Biodiversity 
Mitigation Plans (BMP) for approval. A large number 
involve bats in buildings and ecological consultants have 
been carrying out activity surveys to characterise roosts 
and locate access points.

As a team of only four, there are so many things we 
wish we had more time for and research and post 
monitoring is one of them. We are delighted to have 
help from Natalie Harvey a Biodiversity Conservation 
master’s degree student from Bournemouth University. 
Natalie is carrying out her student placement with us 
and is mainly based at the Dorset Environmental Records 
Centre. Natalie is doing a wonderful job at analysing bat 

data collated from ecological reports and biodiversity 
mitigation plans. For example, she is looking at serotine 
roosts, locations and sizes, which we hope will help 
answer questions we’ve had regarding the special 
characteristics in these roosts.

Natalie plans to carry on volunteering with us after her 
degree, which will be really appreciated. Two other 
volunteers, who Lyn (with her ex-Portland Ranger hat 
on) is particularly grateful to, are Jo Morland and Steve 
Mace. 

For ten years Jo and Steve have been dedicated and 
knowledgeable volunteer ‘lookers’ on Portland for a 
small feral herd of long haired, impressively-horned 
mammals . . . British Primitive Goats!  The breed 
descends from goats introduced by farmers in the 
Neolithic period . . . not quite a native mammal but not 
far off.  As they are naturally browsers, the goats were 
introduced to help reduce scrub encroachment and to 
help protect the limestone grassland so special to the 
biodiversity of the island. 

The Natural Environment Team
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A rare peek inside a 
5* Greater Horseshoe bat roost 

– Bryanston SSSI
Earlier this year I was among a group of lucky folk who 
were invited into Bryanston SSSI, courtesy of Vincent 
Wildlife Trust’s Reserves Warden Colin Morris, to take a 
look at what a 5* roost looks like and learn a bit about 
our rare Greater Horseshoe (GH) bats. My work involves 
making sure developments get their mitigation right and 
help to enhance our wildlife and as Bryanston SSSI is in 
my ‘patch’ I jumped at the chance to visit the roost. 

The Old Kitchen building at Bryanston (SSSI) has been 
studied since the early 1950’s and is the only known GH 
breeding site in Dorset. Since VWT took ownership of 
the building in 1994 they’ve been steadily renovating 
it. Two caves have been hand dug into the chalk hillside 
- the first of their kind! A bunker has been attached to 
the cave to increase the amount of cave like area that 
GH traditionally prefer, this was built using breeze blocks 
and polystyrene to create 4ft thick walls that keeps the 
central chamber at a more stable temperature. New 
roofs have also been added with slate tiles to increase 
solar warming of the roof void and keep it cosy for the 
bats. 

Our climb into the roof void was met with the sight 
(and smell!) of around 200 slumbering GH’s. Re-roofing 
has allowed the bats to emerge 16 minutes earlier on 
average, as their new exit point is lower down and allows 
them to emerge into vegetation cover, this gives them 
loads of time to grab an extra bug or two. GH numbers 
in this roost have risen from a total of 
121 to 463 since 1994.

Greater Horseshoe Bats are one 
of our rarest species of bat with a 
population that’s declined by over 
90% in the past 100 years. In a double 
squeeze, GH’s have lost potential 
roost sites through development of 
suitable roosting buildings and lost 
foraging habitats through agricultural 
intensification and development 
pressures. But it’s not all doom and 
gloom for these flying fluff balls 
as VWT’s bat reserves show. Colin 
and other bat enthusiasts have also 
planted several km of hedges in the 
bats foraging area and there’s soon 
to be another £70k in funding from a 
development in Blandford to further 
enhance the foraging opportunities. 

A visit to the Dorset Bat Group 
conference raised an interesting 
question in relation to these purpose-

built bat roosts; where did the bats roost before we dug 
caves and built cellars and lofts? Someone suggested the 
theory that bats could have used the ancient and mature 
trees of our prehistoric forests as their main roosting 
sites away from the natural coastal caves. Could we have 
unintentionally helped our bat populations expand inland 
or just unwittingly mitigated the cutting down of their 
tree roosts by digging caves and putting up structures 
they found acceptable as alternatives? 

With many thanks to Emily Greaves
Sustainable Development Adviser 

- Natural England

Colin Morris, VWT reserve warden points out the 
special features of the roost building
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Photographing Water Voles

It is often said that the best place to see water voles 
in Dorset is Bridport. Where the rivers Asker and Brit 
meander through the town, water vole holes occur 
in abundance. I have no doubt that sitting by one 
of these rivers quietly might well yield results. I had 
been hoping for a more secluded situation, where 
I would not be troubled by humans or dogs. One 
such possibility came my way recently through DMG 
contacts. I was alerted to the presence of water 
voles on a west Dorset river. Luckily, this particular 
stretch of river was on private land and the owners 
kindly granted me permission to photograph these 
aquatic mammals. With the help of the owners, we 
attracted the voles to bait of apple. Although this 
is mid summer, with so much lush vegetation, the 
animals only came to the baited site spasmodically. 
The river was low, so I was able to set up a hide in 
the river on a bed of stones. The sessions were long 
and often unproductive. The key here was to be 

persistent. Over three weeks I sat in my river hide 
on seven occasions, each session lasted for three 
to four hours. This approach did pay off and I was 
rewarded with several opportunities to photograph 
these delightful animals. I had never been in such 
close proximity with water voles before, and I 
noticed that each of these animals (there were at 
least three individuals), had orange front teeth. I 
would be grateful for any feedback on this aspect of 
vole anatomy.

Water vole photo: 
 Nikon D800 camera; 
 Benbo Mk1 tripod; 
 Nikkor 300mmIFED lens + 2x teleconverter; 
 Nikon Speedlight SB800 flashgun set at ¼ power. 
 Settings ISO 400 f8 @ 1/250 sec

With thanks to Colin Varndell
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Did you know the DMG has a Facebook page?
The current DMG Facebook page has been running since 2016 and is a place where upcoming 
events are posted, great photos of some of the local wildlife are shared and DMG members can 
interact.

If you would like to talk to fellow DMG members and share some of your wildlife photos, videos 
and experiences we’d love you to ‘follow’ the page.

Please find us at: https://www.facebook.com/Dorset-Mammal-Group-466914263500079/

https://www.facebook.com/Dorset-Mammal-Group-466914263500079/
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Dates for your Diary
Please print a copy and stick it on your fridge

Consult the DMG website to see the final details 
of all the events (as they become available)

Sat 11 Aug Jo is flying the flag for hedgehogs at Easton Gardens Summer Fete, 
Portland 10-3:00pm

Wed 15 Aug Shipton Gorge 1st Hedgehog Friendly Village meeting

Fri 17 Aug Badger Watching, Beaminster

Sat 18 Aug Dormouse Survey, Thorncombe Wood 9:30am

Tue 21 Aug The Hedgehog Predicament, Blandford

Fri 24 Aug Badger Watching, Beaminster

Fri 31 Aug The Hedgehog Predicament, Tintinhull, Somerset Mammal Group

Thur 6 Sept Wareham’s 2nd Hedgehog Meeting, Stoborough Village Hall

Sat 8 Sept Dormouse Survey, Providence Farm, Broadwindsor 9:30am

Mon 10 Sept Crossways 1st Hedgehog Friendly Village meeting

Wed 19 Sept Stourton Caundle 1st Hedgehog Village meeting

Sat 22 Sept Nut Hunt at Lower Wood Nature Reserve, Gloucester

Sat 22 Sept Dormouse Survey, Netherbury 9:30am

Sun 23 Sept Country Fayre & Novelty Dog Show - Margaret Green Animal Rescue

Sun 23 Sept
Barn Owl pellet analysis workshop 10-1.00pm at Puddleton village Hall.
Places will be limited, so first come first served. Contact Angela at 
angelaprice75@hotmail.com for further details

Sat 22 & Sun 
23 Sept DMG Otter and Water Vole Autumn Survey

Oct - date to 
be arranged

Coastal Otter Survey Project. Run by Swansea University for the South 
West Counties.

Sat 20th Oct Dormouse Survey, Thorncombe 9:30am

Sat 17 Nov Dormouse Survey, Netherbury 9:30am

The DMG is involved with many events this summer. 

We do hope that we might see you at some of them.

Dormouse checks – all at 9.30 unless told otherwise. 
Only open to DMG members.

Please email dormice@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk 

mailto:dormice%40dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk?subject=
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Dorset Mammal Group Committee 2018
Chairperson Angela Price chair@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Treasurer Mel Elliott treasurer@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Secretary Julia Cumming secretary@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Membership Mel Elliott membership@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Events Susy Varndell events@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Badger Section Leader Ian Mortimer badgers@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Otter Section Leader Ken Hutchinson otters@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Hedgehog Section Leader Susy Varndell hedgehogs@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Social Media & Website Leader Rachel Moors media@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Mammal Recorder Steve Kourik records@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Dormouse Section Leader Susy Varndell hedgehogs@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Newsletter Editor Susy Varndell hedgehogs@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Dorset Mammal Atlas Leader Angela Price

Without Portfolio Jo Morland

Without Portfolio Diana Maxwell

Dorset Mammal Group
Chairperson: Angela Price 0793 273 0402  Secretary: Julia Cumming 01305 257500 

Website: https://dorsetmammalgroup.wordpress.com/

House Mice
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